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Methods to measure phase-shifts imposed by samples in scanning transmission electron microscopy
(STEM) are undergoing somewhat of a renaissance, following significant advances in fast pixelated
electron detectors [1, 2, 3]. One particularly powerful method is MIDI-STEM [4], which combines a phase
plate of Fresnel zones in the condenser aperture with correlated detection zones on a pixelated detector to
produce essentially linear phase-contrast images, making for a robust and reliable technique. In this
presentation, we explore how probe shaping can similarly generate a signal linear in the specimen phase
gradient when used in conjunction with the more traditional quadrant-annulus segmented detectors.
One approach to differential phase contrast STEM (DPC-STEM) with segmented detectors is the rigid
intensity-shift model, which assumes that the phase gradient of the specimen causes a rigid shift of the
intensity profile in the detector plane (detectable as a difference in the signal strength on two diametrically
opposed detector segments). Within this model, there are a number of assumptions that may be unmet in
practice. The default probe in the STEM is an approximation to an Airy probe. Such probes have very
broad, slowly decaying tail intensities, due to the sharp-edged aperture applied in the condenser plane,
and thus sample regions of the specimen far from the central position of the probe. In interesting
specimens, these regions may well encompass areas of varying phase gradient, preventing a true rigid
intensity shift at the detector plane and instead introducing characteristic intensity peaks and troughs at
the edges of the bright-field disc. With a standard segmented detector, we find two possible routes to
circumvent this problem.
If the approximate specimen geometry can be assumed a priori (Fig. 1), then the lateral extent of the peak
and trough features in the bright-field disc can be estimated (Fig. 2). It may then be possible to adjust the
camera length and detector orientation such that these features are contained within a particular detector
segment. The resultant measured centre-of mass, from a “rigid-shift” interpretation, is then close to that
measured with a pixelated detector [5].
Alternatively, if the probe shape can be re-engineered such that the intensity of the probe tails decays more
rapidly with radius, then the simple analysis method of the rigid intensity-shift model will become valid
for a broader range of specimens. Recent developments into novel electron-optical setups have
demonstrated that the condenser aperture can be varied rather freely [6, 7, 8]. The Gaussian probe phaseplate, recently demonstrated by McMorran et al. [9] holds great promise here – the Gaussian probe is more
localised than an Airy probe of the same full-width half-maximum, and would thus be less prone to
producing peaks and troughs in the bright-field disk region. Our initial simulations confirmed that an
approximation to a Gaussian probe (formed by applying an aperture at the first intensity minimum of the
Airy probe) is indeed expected to generate a highly accurate map of specimen phase gradients [10].
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Figure 1. Phase map of sample magnetic domain model used in the study. Phase shifts vary between
±13.2 radians. Domain size is 1×0.5 μm.

Figure 2. Sample ronchigrams from probe illuminating the phase map illustrated above. Clear deviations
from rigid intensity shifts are visible. Simulations at 200keV, convergence angle, α=133μrad.
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